
 

 

 Please make sure you are reading every day.  

 In your reading record, you have your Times Tables Rock Stars login and 

your Purple Mash login.  

 Please complete the tasks set in your Early Morning Work book or your 

Home Learning book.  

 Don’t forget to email giraffes@epsom.surrey.sch.uk , ga-

zelles@epsom.surrey.sch.uk or zebras@epsom.surrey.sch.uk if you have 

any questions.  

Year 4  

Home Learning Pack  - Week 12 

 

 English 

 Handwriting practice 

 Reading comprehension 

 Maths  

 Spelling (spelling rules and words for your year group) 

 Topic learning 

 Wider curriculum 

Need extra support? Please have a 

look in the folders for other year 

groups.  

E.g. If you know your child is  

working at Year 2 level, there will be 

some useful activities in Year 2 for 

you to complete with your child. 

 

We would like all of you to email 

us with at least one piece of work 

that you are particularly proud of 

every week.  

Please also send us a ‘word of the 

week’.  



 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday  Friday 

Spelling 

A spelling lesson in school is 

around 15 minutes long.  

 

Complete day 1’s activity on this 
weeks spelling pattern.  

Complete day 2’s activity on this 
weeks spelling pattern.  

Complete day 3’s activity on this 
weeks spelling pattern.  

Complete day 4’s activity on this 
weeks spelling pattern.  

Complete day 5’s activity on this 
weeks spelling pattern.  

Handwriting 

A handwriting lesson in school is 

around 10 minutes long.  

 

Start writing out the text.  

 

Choose to practise one verse 
several times or the whole text.   

Continue with the same text.  

 

Choose to practise one verse 
several times or the whole text.   

Continue with the same text.  

 

Choose to practise one verse 
several times or the whole text.   

Continue with the same text.  

 

Choose to practise one verse 
several times or the whole text.   

Continue with the same text.  

 

Choose to practise one verse 
several times or the whole text.   

Reading Comprehension  

A guided reading lesson in school 

is around 30 minutes 

 

Read through this week’s new text 

for the first time. Make sure you 

check any words you are unsure 

of. 

 

Complete Day 2’s questions  Complete Day 3’s questions  Complete Day 4’s questions  Complete Day 5’s questions  

Maths 

A maths lesson in school is around 

an hour long.  

Work through the pack each day. 

Day 1—  I am learning to  . 

Day 2— I am learning to  Day 3— I am learning to  Day 4— I am learning to  Day 5— Arithmetic test 

English 

An English lesson in school is 

around an hour long. 

This week, we are going to write a 

formal letter. 

Work through the slides for each 
days lesson. 

Day 1— I am learning to identify 
the features of a letter 

Day 2— I am learning to generate 

questions 

Day 3— I am learning to plan an 
formal letter 

Day 4— I am learning to write a 
formal letter using precise 
vocabulary  

Day 5— I am learning to write a 

letter using precise vocabulary  

Topic 

 

This week’s topic is geography.  

Day 1—  Day 2—  Day 3—  Day 4—  Day 5—  

Wider Curriculum                                  home.jasmineactive.com 

                               Username: parent@epsomprima-1.com 

                                Password: epsomprima           

                                                                                                      www.surreyartsinteractive.co.uk/yumu 

Try to log on to Real PE every day and                                         Username: p1121385 

complete a 20 minute activity.                                                        Password: round 
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